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 “In space, anything can go wrong. And usually, more often than not, anything 

does at any given moment. Power converters; fail, igniter rockets; fail, warp drives; they 

too may fail. However, they are all supposed to be created not to fail when you need them 

the most but do exactly that, well, when they’re most needed. I used to tell myself on the 

first mission to Venus, ‘the magnetic coils will hold up during our jump to deep space,’ 

and in fact, on several occasions, they did. However, in that particular case, silence crept 

through the ship like maggots in a dead dog that ran out of flesh to eat on when the coils 

failed. There was just nothing left. We were a floating tin can. A vessel with no life.” He 

advanced his coffee mug up to the air towards the bright stars roaring past the large view 

of his quarters. “And so, here’s to our new journey to Saturn. A journey with hope, one 

without failure, and if we do fail…well, there’s no turning back.” 

A striking young man dressed in all white walks into view. He was sharp with 

vivid green eyes and composure to match. Even his belt was white with a bright gold 

buckle representing officer status, but not yet commanding as commanding officers had 

to be a colonel or above. Lieutenant Canon, however, was the ships communications 

specialist. “The ships ready for warp, admiral.” 

 “Very well, lieutenant! Prepare the crew for space jump.” 

 “Aye, aye sir!” 

 The ship was massive, probably as big as twenty or thirty football fields, maybe 

more. The outside hull of the vessel was a dark gray color that at times seemed to blend 



into its surroundings. On the side painted in silver gray letters was U.W.S. Reconnoiter; 

the words appeared to float in the midst of darkness dotted with pinholes of light in its 

background. The Reconnoiter was on a mission, a mission no human being has ever tried 

before. And if the purpose failed, game over. 

 The year was 3257 AD, earth no longer existed, its core failed and the planet 

imploded. A remnant space fleet called the United World Space Committee escaped the 

demise of the earth as they set out on a quest to keep the human species alive. In charge 

of this extraordinary pursuit is Admiral Lex. Lex is a well-decorated space officer on his 

third tour with the U.W.S. Reconnoiter and is well respected amongst his crew and peers. 

There was nothing he would not do for them and likewise on their part for him. The 

Reconnoiter is the people’s ship, and Lex knew this, but it was his job to take command 

of the vessel, keep order, and get the vessel to its destination as safe as possible. He made 

an oath as commanding officer to lay down his life for others to complete the mission. 

This was his duty, his calling. There was nothing more important than the people aboard 

the Reconnoiter. He was, after all, a man of his word, a man of integrity, and a man with 

nothing to lose. 

 The Reconnoiter turned its hull toward the Milky Way Galaxy shifting its lateral 

wing in preparation for space warp. Lieutenant Canon picked up the intercom on the 

bridge of the ship and sounded the warp alert. He was second officer on his first tour 

aboard the vessel. A man of noble stature, he was very profound in his speech and 

intelligence. He stood in an upright stance following general quarters still in his bright 

white uniform, as the intercom descended from the ship ceiling to the front of his mouth. 

“This is Lieutenant Canon aboard the U.W.S Reconnoiter, all crew and personal; general 



quarters, this is general quarters. Prepare to space warp. I repeat, prepare to space warp.” 

He took one step backward and did an about-face and returned to his station on the bridge 

just as Admiral Lex entered the corridor off to his left. He leaned down and whispered 

something in the lieutenant’s ear and patted him on the right shoulder before proceeding 

to his chair in the middle of the large, sophisticated bridge. “Captain Chester, bring all 

tracking communicators online please, and secure all space locks. We’re about to jump to 

light speed, and we don’t wanna lose a soul.”  

 “Aye, Aye sir!” 

 He nods and winks at the captain. “Thank you very much, captain. Not today, no 

souls lost on my watch today. Specialist Lee,” 

 “Yes, Admiral!” 

 “Status on the warp drives?” 

 “Coming online now sir!” 

 “Very well, prepare to space warp on my mark in five, four, three, two, engage 

space warp drives.” 

 “Engaging warp drives.” 

 The ship was just on the other side of the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter. 

And with the current calculations from the computer model, the vessel’s estimated time 

to Saturn’s outer most rings was two days. That is if they made it through space warp 

without any catastrophic failures that most ships the size of the Reconnoiter faced when 

jumping to light speed due to the complexity of the vessel and the scale of the jump. 

Saturn was over 900 million miles away from the ships current position. And giving its 

capabilities, reaching the intriguing planet within two days was quite a feat compared to 



previous calculations estimating the journey at almost four years, and that was if they 

survived the debris from the asteroid belt using the old rocket-propelled engines. 

 The Reconnoiter was a state of the art war machine equipped with everything 

from Particle Ray Guns to self-sufficient food sources. If need be, with self-sustaining 

food, the ship could stay out in space for a hundred years. This was also its weakness. 

The cosmos was considerably more massive than a hundred-year journey. Scientist 

figured out how to regenerate food, but they had yet found a way to source water. If the 

crew could not find the right resources to obtain and renew the water supply, the people 

of the Reconnoiter would all parish out in the expanse no matter how much food they 

had. 

 All at once, the ship went silent. And then, a swishing BOOM reverberated out in 

space. The warp drives engaged, and in less than ten seconds, she was gone. A vortex of 

particles swirled around the last point she sailed through the void of space. The U.W.S. 

Reconnoiter was headed toward the planet known as Saturn. 


